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Medical management of critically ill patients often incorporates prolonged bed rest, which, in
combination with the underlying illness, results in global muscle weakness and atrophy. Recent
evidence has demonstrated improvements in clinical and functional outcomes when exercise and
physical activity are incorporated early in the management of ICU patients. Accurate monitoring
of ICU patients’ physical activity is essential for proper prescription and escalation of activity levels.
Accelerometry is a technique used to measure physical activity and has been validated in several
ambulatory populations. However, its use in critically ill, hospitalized patients with poor functional
mobility is limited. In this review, we focus on the few studies assessing the use of accelerometry to
measure physical activity in the care of mechanically ventilated adult ICU patients. The selected
literature demonstrates that accelerometry correlates well with direct observation in reporting
frequency and duration of various types of physical activity (rolling, sitting up, transferring, walking), but cannot differentiate various intensities of activity or whether movements are voluntary or
involuntary with respect to effort. Thus, although accelerometry may serve as a useful adjunct in
reporting temporality of physical activity in critically ill patients, other objective information may
be needed to accurately record frequency, duration, and intensity of activity in this population. Key
words: critical care; accelerometry; actigraphy. [Respir Care 2015;60(9):1330 –1336. © 2015 Daedalus
Enterprises]

Introduction
Over 5 million patients are admitted to ICUs annually in
the United States,1 with the most common diagnoses being

respiratory failure, postoperative management, ischemic
heart disease, sepsis, and heart failure.2 Given their severity of illness, these patients are often treated with full-time
bed rest due to hemodynamic instability, need for mechanical ventilation, or sedation requirements to treat agitation.
Thus, patients in ICUs can experience weeks of bed rest
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during the course of their stay, which results in a high
proportion of these patients developing ICU-acquired
weakness and muscle atrophy.3-5
The incorporation of exercise and physical activity early
in the course of critical illness results in improved clinical
outcomes, including lower incidence of ICU-acquired
weakness, faster weaning from mechanical ventilation,
lower incidence of delirium, and decreased ICU stay.6,7
Despite various barriers to the incorporation of exercise
strategies in the care of critically ill patients (physical
barriers such as central lines, feeding tubes, and urinary
catheters and cultural barriers such as staff reluctance to
exercise critically ill patients), exercise and physical activity are gradually becoming accepted as the standard of
care for ICU patients. Specific exercise interventions vary
in intensity and duration and range from brief, basic mobility movements (rolling, sitting at the edge of a bed,
transferring) to pre-ambulation maneuvers (sitting-tostanding, pivoting) and extended ambulatory (timed walking) trials. Given the effects of therapeutic exercise and
physical activity in this population, knowing the exact
duration and intensity of a patient’s physical activity may
be helpful to clinicians when prescribing exercise regimens to be incorporated into the plan of care.
Accurately measuring physical activity is important, as
it allows clinicians to determine patient-specific peak efforts with respect to frequency, duration, and intensity.
Additionally, measuring physical activity allows one to
examine trends and correlates of activity, all of which may
allow for proper prescription of an exercise regimen and
for appropriate escalation of physical activity goals. Studies quantifying physical activity in the ICU most commonly utilize direct observation, as other means (self-report, ecological momentary assessment) may not be feasible
due to patient incapacitation from critical illness or sedation. The use of direct observation in measuring physical
activity in the critically ill population requires a trained
observer to document the activity of each patient. Thus,
observation is expensive, as it involves training and compensating the observer. Additionally, the amount of observations may be restricted by the number of observers employed, introducing a limiting factor to measuring physical
activity.
Accelerometry is a technique used to measure activity
and has been validated in several ambulatory populations.8-10 It entails the use of an accelerometer, a small
device that can sense, count, and record movement. The
accelerometer is usually worn on a patient’s wrist or ankle,
and it collects movement data continuously. Accelerometry is very accurate and allows for uninterrupted measurements of physical activity as long as the device is
worn.10 Because the accelerometer is unobtrusive and does
not limit normal physical performance, patients can wear
an accelerometer and not feel as if they are being ob-
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served, allowing them to conduct their activities as usual.
Although accelerometry appears to be a simple, accurate,
and concise method to measure physical activity, its use in
studies to monitor critically ill patients has been limited.
Because there are so few studies utilizing this technology,
the true accuracy of accelerometry in measuring physical
activity in ICU patients in unknown.
This aim of this study was to describe how accelerometry has been used to measure physical activity in critically
ill, mechanically ventilated subjects. Accelerometry was
chosen because it is a simple, inexpensive assessment procedure that provides a considerable amount of information
and has been well validated in several populations as an
effective means of quantifying and characterizing physical
activity.11-13 Specifically, we compare accelerometry with
other methods of physical activity assessment that have
been used in the critically ill population (activity logs,
observation, nursing documentation). The assessment of
activity and mobility in critically ill patients is a topic of
increasing interest, as early mobility and physical rehabilitation in this population have been shown to dramatically
improve clinical outcomes.
Methods
We performed a PubMed search for relevant trials using
the following search terms: critical care and accelerometry,
critical care and actigraphy, mechanical ventilation and accelerometry, and mechanical ventilation and actigraphy. All
abstracts were reviewed, and trials were selected if they met
eligibility criteria.
Eligibility Criteria
Eligibility criteria for each trial were: admittance to an
ICU (medical, surgical, cardiac, cardiothoracic) or mechanical ventilatory support (designating subjects as critically ill), adult (⬎18 y of age), all 4 limbs intact, and use
of an accelerometer worn on the wrist or ankle to measure
or monitor physical activity or sleep/wake-related physical
activity. Trials were excluded if they were written in languages other than English, did not involve subjects admitted to ICUs or receiving mechanical ventilation, did not
include accelerometry or actigraphy in the methods, included
subjects with catastrophic neurologic events (intracranial hemorrhage, stroke, traumatic brain injury), or did not focus on
human subjects. Given the novelty of accelerometry in monitoring physical activity in hospitalized patients, we chose to
review all studies regardless of study date.
Results
The literature search yielded a total of 104 manuscripts:
critical care and accelerometry, 29; critical care and actig-
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raphy, 34; mechanical ventilation and accelerometry, 17;
and mechanical ventilation and actigraphy, 24. After elimination of duplicate studies in all searches and review of
all abstracts, 9 primary resources met the inclusion criteria
and were included in the review (Fig. 1). Summaries of all
primary resources are provided in Table 1.
We reviewed 9 studies written by 5 different author
groups. Two author groups each wrote 3 articles that met
the inclusion criteria. Eight studies focused on adult medical and surgical ICUs, and one study focused on mechanically ventilated subjects in a post-acute care weaning unit.
In all 9 studies, at least a proportion of subjects received
mechanical ventilation, with 100% of patients receiving
ventilatory support in 7 studies.
All of the studies were prospective, with 4 studies using
the Motionlogger (Ambulatory Monitoring, Ardsley, New
York) to monitor and measure activity. In 4 of the 9 studies, 1-min epochs were used as a monitoring resolution,
whereas 12–30-s epochs were used in 5 studies. All studies
correlated the measured activity with another outcome or
correlated the accelerometry-measured physical activity
with other assessment techniques (Table 2). In 6 of the 9
studies, subjects wore the accelerometer on their wrists,
whereas in 3 studies, subjects wore accelerometers on their
wrists and ankles.
Four studies used accelerometry as a measurement
strictly of activity.14-17 Three studies used accelerometry
to measure physical activity and movement as surrogates
for adequacy of sedation,18-20 and 2 studies used accelerometry as a surrogate for measuring sleep/wake cycles.21,22
In the 4 studies that used accelerometry as a measurement strictly of activity,14-17 all noted that accelerometry
accurately measured duration of physical activity, but were
not able to distinguish intensity. More specifically, accelerometry was not able to distinguish between voluntary or
volitional movements versus passive range of motion, information that is of great importance when performing

studies focused on physical activity. One study that assessed the agreement between accelerometry and observation noted that the Motionlogger accelerometer overestimated physical activity by 25% (indicating 261 activity
occurrences when only 196 occurred).14 This study was
limited, however, by its design, specifically the incorporation of only two 4-h observation periods during which an
observer actively logged activity. Thus, continuous observation of these subjects in the native ICU environment was
not performed.
Two of these 4 studies associated physical activity with
inflammatory cytokine levels and activity levels over a
short time period (24 – 48 h) and compared the activity
with direct observation.14,15 Both studies demonstrated the
association of low-level physical activity with decreasing
cytokine levels. Agreement between direct observation and
accelerometry was 90% for duration and 89% for frequency in these 2 studies. Although the short period of
physical activity monitoring may have been adequate for
the study, 48 h of accelerometry assessment would not be
considered adequate to draw a real-life conclusion regarding daily physical activity in this cohort of ICU subjects.
In the fourth study by Mistraletti et al,17 each subject
was required to wear the accelerometer for the entire ICU
stay, and activity levels were measured and correlated to
depth of sedation per objective nursing assessment. This
study found a strong relationship between physical activity, as measured by accelerometry, and depth of sedation,
as rated by the Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale, and
concluded from these findings that accelerometry should
be considered for monitoring sedation in the ICU. Although all 4 of the studies had small sample sizes,14-17 this
study had the fewest number of subjects (N ⫽ 13).17 Thus,
the statement advocating accelerometry as a standard for
monitoring sedation may be too broad a generalization
without a large definitive trial.
Three studies correlated physical activity and movement with adequacy of sedation, indicating less movement
as more sedated or more comfortable compared with more
movement or less adequately sedated.18-20 These studies
enrolled adult medical, cardiac, and surgical ICU subjects
and used different accelerometers (Actiwatch 16 [Philips
Respironics, Murrysville, Pennsylvania] in one study and
Motionlogger in the other two studies). In an effort to
improve physical activity measurement accuracy, the subjects in these studies wore 2 accelerometers, one each on
their wrists and ankles. Shorter epoch lengths were used,
which also increased accuracy in physical activity measurement. The major findings in these 3 studies were: (1) accelerometry correlated with sedation, as measured by the Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale; (2) comfort (movement
suppression) was not uniformly achieved with stable physiology and sedation; and (3) movement suppression was
achievable through sedation, whereas physiologic stress
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Fig. 1. Literature search flow chart. TBI ⫽ traumatic brain injury.
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Mildly or deeply sedated adult
critical care subjects
(N ⫽ 67), 100% mechanically
ventilated,
APACHE III ⫽ 75 ⫾ 26

Intubated adult subjects
(N ⫽ 169), 100%
mechanically ventilated

Prospective, observational
study to determine the
effect of sedation on
physiologic responses
and comfort after
noxious stimuli

Prospective, observational
study to determine
relationship between
sedation, physiologic
stability, and comfort

Prospective, descriptive,
correlational study

Motionlogger, worn on
wrist and ankle

Motionlogger, worn on
wrist and ankle

Outcomes included
discharge disposition
(alive/dead), ICU stay,
weaning outcomes, and
cytokine levels (IL-6
and IL-10).

Collection of activity data
by accelerometry was
simple, precise, easy,
and fast to interpret.
Intensity was difficult
to distinguish.

Additional Outcomes

12-s intervals for 65 min,
surrogate for comfort

12-s epochs for 24 h,
surrogate for comfort

15-s epochs for 2 h,
surrogate for comfort

Nurses subjectively
assessed activity during
sleeping hours (agitation,
pain, and anxiety).

Outcomes included
comfort (measured by
accelerometry) after
endotracheal suctioning,
cardiopulmonary
response as recorded by
increases in heart rate
and breathing
frequency, and
neuroendocrine stress
response.

Activity (accelerometry)
was closely associated
with other indicators of
neurologic status (hours
asleep, agitation, RASS,
pain, anxiety).
Outcomes included
validated subjective
measures of agitation
and sedation (RASS,
Comfort Scale).
Sedation, physiologic
stability, and comfort
were outcomes of
interest.

Outcomes included activity Activity (low level), as
counts, time of activity,
quantitatively measured
and cytokine levels (IL-6
by accelerometry, has
and IL-10).
the potential to alter the
inflammatory profile of
hospitalized, critically
ill adults.

Logged activity was useful
in detailing the exact
type of activity, although
some finer points may
have been missed by
observer. Logged
activity is expensive.
1-min epochs, total
monitoring time of 8 h
(two 4-h periods),
measurement of activity

Monitoring Duration,
Activity Measurement

Subjects were sedated
more deeply than
recommended, and
comfort (reflected by
low actigraphy) was not
achieved uniformly with
stable physiology and
sedation.
Although physiologic stress
markers increased during
stress, only movement
was affected by sedation
levels. In this study,
accelerometry was used
as a surrogate for
comfort.

Actigraphy accurately
correlated with valid and
reliable measures of
sedation and agitation.

Activity appeared to be
associated with a
decrease in IL-6 levels.
No association was
observed between
duration and intensity
of recorded physical
activity with outcomes
(disposition, ICU stay,
weaning).

Key Findings

IN

Convenience sample of medical
and cardiac ICU subjects
(N ⫽ 20), 60% mechanically
ventilated

Prospective, observational
study

Mini Mitter Actiwatch
(Phillips Respironics,
Murrysville, PA), worn
on wrist 1-min epochs,
activity counts, total
monitoring time of 24–
48 h, measurement of
activity
BioTrainer Pro (IM
Systems, Baltimore,
MD), worn on wrist 15-s
epochs/2–6 days/subject,
165 days total,
measurement of activity
Actiwatch 16 (Mini Mitter,
Bend, OR), worn on
wrist and ankle

Motionlogger, (Ambulatory
Monitoring, Ardsley,
NY), worn on wrist 1min epochs, total
monitoring time of 8 h
(two 4-h periods),
measurement of activity
Motionlogger, worn on
wrist

Accelerometer

ACCELEROMETRY

Subjects without neurologic
dysfunction (N ⫽ 13), 100%
mechanically ventilated,
SAPS ⫽ 68 ⫾ 12

Prospective, observational
study to determine how
20 min of low-level
exercise affects
inflammation

Descriptive, exploratory,
pilot study to assess
efficacy of
accelerometry in
recording basic
physical therapy
activities
Prospective, correlational,
exploratory study to
examine relationships
between activity
(duration and intensity),
inflammation, and
outcomes

Study Design

OF

Subjects with hypoxemic
respiratory failure (N ⫽ 17),
all participated in an early
mobility program, 100%
mechanically ventilated,
APACHE III ⫽ 39 ⫾ 14

Medical or surgical ICU
subjects (N ⫽ 20), 100%
mechanically ventilated,
APACHE III ⫽ 86 ⫾ 33

Physiologically stable ICU
subjects (N ⫽ 20), 100%
mechanically ventilated,
APACHE III ⫽ 80 ⫾ 24

Population (Sample Size)

Studies Using Accelerometry to Measure Physical Activity in Critically Ill Subjects

Winkelman
et al14

Citation

Table 1.
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Polysomnography
described sleep staging
as additional secondary
outcomes. Sleep was
noted to be nearly
absent.
APACHE III ⫽ Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation III
SAPS ⫽ Simplified Acute Physiology Score
RASS ⫽ Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale
IL ⫽ interleukin

Cardiac surgery ICU
(The Netherlands)
van der Kooi
et al22

Post-cardiac surgery subjects
(N ⫽ 7), 57% mechanically
ventilated

Prospective, observational
study to compare sleep
time as measured by
actigraphy with the
accepted standard
polysomnography

ActiTrac (IM Systems),
MicroMini-Motionlogger,
(Ambulatory
Monitoring), worn on
wrist 1-min epochs for
48 h, measurement of
activity/circadian rhythm
Actiwatch (CamNtech,
Cambridge UK), worn on
wrist
Adult survivors of critical illness Prospective, observational
(N ⫽ 15), 100% mechanically
study to determine the
ventilated
association of light and
circadian rhythm
Post-acute care
ventilator weaning
unit (Baltimore,
MD)
Koldobskiy
et al21
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Table 2.

Authors measured light,
correlated ambient light
levels with activity, and
performed accelerometry
using a Motionlogger
and the light sensor on
the ActiTrac.
30-s epochs for 14–18 h,
surrogate for sleep

Circadian rhythm, as
reflected by actigraphy,
correlated with light
levels over a 48-h
period.

Key Findings
Additional Outcomes
Monitoring Duration,
Activity Measurement
Accelerometer
Study Design
Population (Sample Size)
Setting
Citation

Continued
Table 1.
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Actigraphy underestimated
the amount of wake time
and overestimated the
amount of sleep
(sensitivity ⫽ 94%,
specificity ⫽ 19%).

USE

Outcomes and Other Variables Associated With
Accelerometry
Outcome/Covariate

No. of Studies Comparing
Covariate and Accelerometry

Sedation/subjective assessment/logs
Comfort
Inflammation/cytokines
Sleep/wake/circadian rhythm
Neuroendocrine stress response
Cardiopulmonary response

4
2
2
2
1
1

suppression in response to stimuli was not. These 3
studies18-20 had larger samples sizes (N ⫽ 20, 169, and 67,
respectively) compared with the first 4 studies14-17 (N ⫽ 20,
20, 17, and 13, respectively), but were all performed by
the same investigator. Thus, an inherent bias may be present in these works.
The last 2 studies by Koldobskiy et al21 and van der
Kooi et al22 used accelerometry as a surrogate for measuring sleep/wake cycles. Both studies evaluated accelerometry in clinically distinct populations: post-acute, ventilator-dependent subjects21 and acutely ill, postoperative
cardiac surgery subjects.22 Both had small sample sizes
(N ⫽ 15 and 7, respectively) and quantified sleep by decreased accelerometric activity. Koldobskiy et al21 correlated activity level with ambient light. Two accelerometers
were used in this study: one worn on the subject’s wrist to
detect physical activity and the other with light-sensing
capability posted at the head of the subject’s bed at eye
level. It was determined that physical activity measured by
accelerometry followed a diurnal circadian pattern that
was closely associated with the diurnal pattern of ambient
sunlight inherent to the ventilator unit. Although this study
incorporated a short epoch length and a modest monitoring
period duration, the subjects were all survivors of prolonged ICU stays. Thus, one cannot rule out the possibility
of ICU-acquired weakness, which would have affected the
accuracy of accelerometer measurements by underestimating wake time due to decreased volitional movement.
van der Kooi et al22 compared the use of accelerometry
for sleep measurement and overnight polysomnography,
the accepted standard of sleep assessment. A standard duration of 30 s was used to track movement during accelerometry, with monitoring periods of 14 –18 h in duration.
Accelerometry was found to underestimate the amount of
wake time and overestimate the amount of sleep compared
with polysomnography, with a dismally low specificity of
19%. The authors concluded that accelerometry should not
be used for sleep measurement and assessment in critically
ill patients, despite the small sample size (N ⫽ 7) and the
specialized cardiac surgery subject population, 2 concerns
of the study that may have affected its generalizability.
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Discussion
In this review, we found that accelerometry has often
been used to measure movement as a surrogate for other
outcomes (eg, sedation, comfort, sleep). This may be attributed, in part, to the fact that, until recently, few ICU
staff felt comfortable exercising their patients or allowing
them to participate in any physical activity. In 5 of these 9
studies, physical activity measured by accelerometry was
compared with activity subjectively reported by an observer (movement, agitation, comfort, sleep). Strong positive correlations were found between physical activity
and agitation and stress response in unsedated patients,
whereas significant negative associations were found between physical activity and comfort level, depth of sedation, and hours of sleep. The recent evolution of ICU
culture23,24 toward incorporating exercise and physical activity early in the management plan of critically ill patients
may result in more studies using accelerometry strictly for
physical activity measurement, rather than as a surrogate
for other outcomes. Thus, the use of accelerometry to monitor baseline activity provides a uniform method for physical therapists, nursing staff, and other care providers to
track exercise and rehabilitation progress.
Accelerometry is a simple means of objectively measuring physical activity and has been well validated in
numerous populations. As the management paradigm of
critically ill patients shifts toward incorporating early mobility and increased physical activity, it seems logical to include
a straightforward quantitative assessment of physical activity
in the monitoring of such patients. Accelerometry fills this
need, as it is inexpensive, requires little effort, collects
continuous current data, and is not obtrusive. Additionally,
accelerometry can be used to quantify sleep,21,22 comfort,18-20 and adequacy of sedation17 when monitoring critically ill patients. Given the multitude of monitoring devices
already present in ICUs, the incorporation of accelerometry
would require minimal effort and cost, yet yield reliable and
valid information regarding activity.
Citing the limitations of this review, first, most of the
studies included very small sample sizes, with 7 of the 9
studies enrolling ⱕ20 subjects. Thus, the conclusions drawn
from the accelerometry tracings may not accurately represent the outcome of interest across broader populations.
Second, the monitoring periods were short, ranging from
65 min to 48 h. This may have led to a false representation
of the total physical activity performed during the course
of an ICU stay, especially if the subject was uncharacteristically overactive or sedentary during the monitoring period. Third, only 4 of the studies used accelerometry to
measure physical activity, whereas 5 studies used accelerometry as a surrogate to quantify comfort and sedation
levels or to monitor sleep or circadian rhythm. Finally, our
literature search was limited to a single database (PubMed),
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which may appear to limit the number of articles that met
our inclusion criteria. In actuality, PubMed is the only medical database that incorporates optimal update frequency and
includes online early articles, which allowed us to include the
most recent, up-to-date literature in our review.25
Future Directions
As exercise and physical activity evolve into cornerstones in the management of critically ill patients, accurate
monitoring of duration, frequency, and intensity of all therapeutic movements will increase in importance. Although
accelerometry can satisfactorily monitor duration and frequency of physical activity, its accuracy in measuring intensity is limited. Although other uses for accelerometry as
a monitoring modality have shown some promise (monitoring levels of comfort and agitation, depth of sedation),
the results obtained by monitoring these outcomes are best
interpreted in combination with a subjective assessment of
a caregiver. Although not considered the standard of care
at this time, the use of accelerometry in the routine care of
ICU patients would allow more accurate characterization
of physical activity (ie, voluntary, independent movement
vs non-volitional, assisted movement such as bathing or
rolling performed by a nurse) compared with present methods. Thus, as the care paradigm of ICU patients shifts
toward the incorporation of early mobility and exercise
protocols, we believe that further studies investigating the
use of accelerometry in monitoring the activity of critically ill patients should focus on combining it with periodic bedside observation to allow more accurate assessments of activity intensity, frequency, and duration.
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